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31 DAYS
OF INDEPENDENT 

DANCE
ACROSS SYDNEY
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VISION

MARCH DANCE GOALS

March Dance champions the diversity of ongoing 

independent dance practice in Sydney. Building the festival’s 

sustainability over 3 years the partnership to raise the proile 

of the city’s independent dance sector.

•  Providing greater visibility to the independent dance  

 sector in Sydney.

•  Creating a sustainable program for independent   

 dance artists to share their practice with each other   

 and the wider community

•  Encouraging and developing diverse spaces for dance  

 work to take place in Sydney.

•  Celebrate the full diversity of dance work happening  

 in Sydney year-round.

•  Facilitating artists and audiences to connect and to   

 enjoy a wider range of engagement.
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AMPA
Carriageworks
Brand X
- East Sydney Community Arts Center  
Glebe Town Hall
Green Square Library
Harold Park
Monkey Baa
Prince Alfred Park – workshop stage
ReadyMade Works
Redfern Town Hall
Surry Hills Library
Sydney Opera House
Sydney University
University of Sydney – The Round House
Woodburn Creative

Annandale Creative Arts Centre
Camperdown Commons
Create or Die
The Landlord
Mothership Studios
PACT
Petersham Town Hall
Verge Gallery
Red Box/Legs on the Wall

The Drill

IO Myers UNSW
UNSW Library Exhibition Space
UNSW – Studio 1

IO Myers UNSW
UNSW Library Exhibition Space
UNSW – Studio 1

The Arts Centre Cootamundra Glen Street Theatre
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Sydney has the largest and most diverse professional dance community 
in Australia. Working across movement traditions and choreographic 
approaches to create vibrant contemporary practice. However, until the 
launch of March Dance there was no festival to celebrate this wealth, 
to raise its proile and visibility and to help audiences understand and 
access it.

Since the cancellation of Spring Dance (2013) there had been no 
artform specific dance festival in Sydney. In the meantime, other 
states developed their own projects 

2009 2012 2016 2017 2018

Sydney is the gateway city for NSW and for Australia.

We have lagship companies, but the independent dance scene is crucial for the ongoing 
well-being of the artform. March Dance festival gives visibility and value to that community 
and celebrates its place as a key contributor to the vibrancy of the city and the sustainability of 
its arts life.

There is often a perception that there is little audience for dance, but dance has an audience 
and the capacity to increase this through the many and innovative ways in which it presents 
and opens up its practice. The imagination and passion for the work is huge and the 
audiences that already attend broad and committed, with the opportunity to extend this.

2019
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Independent Dance Alliance (IDA) is a 

collaborative project of Critical Path, Dirty Feet, 

Readymade Works.

Now led by Critical Path and Dirty Feet, IDA 

launched March Dance in 2018-19 to bring 

together the diversity of ongoing independent 

dance practice in Sydney; opening 

these activities to a wide audience. With 

presentations, talks, screening and workshops 

in diverse venues.

Working across movement traditions and 

choreographic approaches to create vibrant 

contemporary practice. The dance community 

in Sydney have been instrumental in the 

creation of this festival and very enthusiastic in 

their participation and support.

Connection; �� �����stand that the arts 
do not happen separately from the people 
and contexts in which they arise and 
happen, we want to share the full practice 
of the arts (including process and ongoing 
practice) with those around us.

Critical Path is the primary 

hub for independent dance 

and choreographic research 

and development in Australia.

Dirty Feet supports early career 

dancers, choreographers and 

young people with and without 

disability.

Inclusive; we encourage participation by 
artists from all backgrounds, recognising 
the need to create speciic offers and safe 
spaces for particular people/s and activity. 
This openness should be extended to 
audiences.

Equitable; we ask that all those who 
participate in our programs/projects 
adhere to industry standards and that 
they do not discriminate against any 
individual or group/community.

In Partnership; we believe that we can 
work better when we work together 
and that as a community both an arts 
community and a community in Sydney 
we offer more when we collaborate and 
mutually support one another.
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NSW Participating Dance Artists
“March Dance is becoming a crucial 

and pivotal staple in the diet of 
dancers in Metro and Greater 

Sydney. This festival connects artists, 
organisations and community, not 

necessarily familiar in dance, to the 
diverse people, vibrant culture and 

evolving artform that is dance. I am 
looking forward to what next year’s 

festival might bring, possibly, for 
example, by engaging more regional 
and remote artists and audiences to 

participate virtually.”

Kate Maquire-Rosier – Ausdance NSW
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Number of creative participants who reported 
beneficial opportunities for professional development

What March Dance Provides Artists

• Presentation & particpation opps

• Marketing & press

• Free space

• Bursaries & commissions

• Network

• Intro to prods/presenters

• Training

• Documentation

• Vital piece of new work creation and delivery

• Leverage to secure match support / resources, funds, opportunities

DELIVERABLES TARGETS
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“Absolutely, the marketing exposure and 
opportunity to grow Dance Cinema to the local 
dance community was utmost valuable, with 
opportunities to speak publicly through radio 
and the opening of March Dance. Partnering with 
March Dance has increased audience, granted 
more opportunities with other organisations and 
individuals and local community involvement.”

Melissa Ramos - Dance Cinema

STIMULUS DATA

Number of creative participants who 
received payment
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AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT PARTNER ORGANISATIONS
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Proportion of sessions accessible

2019

2022

2020

2023

2021

2024

Proportion of sessions accessible
Work to have stronger understanding and 

delivery on ACCESSIBILITY
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In 2020 expressions of interests were received from 34 artists wishing to access in-kind space 
from City of Sydney through March Dance. This was extremely successful and 100% of applications 
received space either in City of Sydney community spaces or with other partners.

In 2021 expressions of interest came from 27 artists for in-kind support and 24 for the bursary 
opportunities. March Dance provided 4 mini bursaries, with Critical Path providing another directly. 
In addition, a micro bursary was provided to a collective of artists from Sydney and Newcastle to 
support their participation.

Partners
Dance organisations are able to align their own activity with the broader sector and to gain 
additional profile through this - smaller organisations able to gain significant listings and newspaper/
radio coverage.

The critical mass of the festival supported some organisations, including regular performance spaces, 
own continued marketing activity and the greater presence for dance created at the time was 
helpful to this.

The festival itself is clearly an important networking opportunity for local organisations. People 
attend each other’s activities, discuss how to include and help participating artists and pro-actively 
support audiences from one event to another. The festival manager is an important conduit for this.
Sharing of resources were facilitated across a range of areas from space itself to equipment
March Dance was able to facilitate documentation of performances and workshops to take place, 
something organisations are not always able to do for their own records or for artists.

“It was great to partner with ReadyMade Works and March Dance. 

There was a great sense of community and connections manifested around 

the dance classes we hosted at Carriageworks for 

the Keir Choreographic Award public program.”

Tim Derbyshire - Carriageworks
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